Provident México Speeds Cloud Journey with Cloud Management

Provident México sought to boost business growth with a cloud adoption strategy that included moving all of its central and satellite applications to the cloud. After selecting VMware Cloud on AWS as the best solution to run workloads and apps while complying with regulations, Provident México reduced its migration risk with the VMware vRealize Cloud Management solution. Today, the financial services organization enjoys consistent infrastructure and consistent operations using VMware technologies. Specifically, vRealize empowers IT leaders at Provident México to continue to optimize its application delivery infrastructure and innovate faster to meet business speed and agility requirements.

Business needs
- Modernize legacy systems – Understand the complete IT environment, including application and networking dependencies
- Support a hybrid cloud environment – Continuously monitor capacity and performance of virtualized infrastructure and applications on-premises and in the cloud
- Understand renewal costs – Evaluate efficiency after three-year capacity commitment ends
- Future ready the business – Select and deploy a robust solution that would grow with Provident México

Impact
- Two-year migration time savings – completed cloud migration in just five and half months due to accuracy of information provided by the vRealize solution
- Discovered 30% less capacity was needed in the cloud by comparing consumption of on-premises and cloud capacity through rightsizing
- Improved efficiency by simplifying IT management, enabling just 2 staff members to monitor and maintain 300+ servers across its environment
- Lowered risk with rapid discovery of application and networking dependencies

“It’s intimidating to think about putting high-value workloads in the cloud, especially in financial services, but adopting cloud is both necessary and practical to achieve IT and business goals. It used to take me around a year and a half just to place an application in production. With VMware vRealize Cloud Management, I now do it within months. It’s a game changer.”

NÉSTOR RODRÍGUEZ, DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY AND CHANGE, PROVIDENT MEXICO

Provident Mexico (@ProvidentMX) successfully migrates apps to cloud—decreasing risk, time and cost with #VMware #vRealize Cloud Management.